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Introduction - About Bujudia
What is Bujudia
Well I'll tell you. Bujudia is a belief which is built on other faiths. As bujudian
you believes in rebirth, pardis in heaven and in God And Goddess. Bujudians
contain very much learning from Wicca and Christianity there are the basic
foundation of this faiths. As bujudian you are very happy about nature And
spiritualism. you are also a witch. As bujudians it is good to learn about Wicca
and the Bible in Christianity and all other religions as bujudia is a religion
where you can find truth in other religions it will therefore also say that a
bujudian can believe in something another bujudian would never believe in.
But this religion is probably most akin to Wicca. And by the way this is a
religion which is made / created by Jim HD it will say that what you find in this
document is not very old. And haven’t been edited written of other people the
Jim HD. I've just put this on the internet to help them how has the same look
on thinks like I have. for others how don’t have it just look at "Wicca Book Of
Shadows " which I made to you from other sources.
Meaning
Bujudia - Magic God
Buju = Burvju is a Latvian word and stands for: magic
Dia: is an Irish word and stands for: God
Haw to say it correct
Bu ju dia
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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How it's all made
It all started with the big bang that formed the universe as it is today. But
when the universe was created. So god and goddess a chance to create
something good. so they created trees, barkterier, animals and humans. But
the animals and humans had no knowledge. they could not think until they
took a apple from the golden wood as they wassent mente to eat of because
of the god who had existed long before the big bang. But when they had done
it, they were punished for their actions of the god. But now could they thing
self. This was both good and bad because now the people could of course be
both evil and good and this was what the God had tried to keep them away
from the evil of cause. So now he had to put them back on the ground where
they will learn and later on the correct time come inside the heaven again. or
will be reborn.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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God, goddess and others
God
God of Christianity is the right god who has been handpicked for the
Christian, but really is for us all. God is of man sex but. he can understand the
love and closeness with nature. He has taught our knowledge but without
hazy that it would. Because with knowledge comes a great responsibility and
opportunity for evil is opened. That's why we as bujudians, Christians
Pagans, Wiccans. And more. shut understand that we should not be evil but
good and help and learn as long as we can. what we say forever show we
just keep on fighting evil. He is with goddess. god is not the god Horne. He
does only good things. Except that as a man does something which is not
good so God will give a penalty that depends on what the man have done.
Goddess
Goddess she stands for love, she reigns with God in heaven. She can be
called goodness, like some of the wiccans do. and she is doing only good
things.
Mother Earth
Mother Earth is our planet earth, or who gives life to animals, planters and
people. This is our living place. This is where we are born this does not mean
that we not could be born on Mars, but it means that we are here to help the
world's population (animals and humans).
Virgin Mary
Virgin Mary Mother of Jesus. She was chosen of God to bear his Son Jesus
and watch him to Jesus himself could do it. The reason that the goddess
could not bear God's child was because she is not human, an then the child
would not be born on earth. Therefore, God need to find one to give birth to
his son. It was so virgin maria.
Jesus
Jesus the Son of God, half god. Earth's savior he was born for the salvation
of mankind on earth and teach us about God his purpose was to teach and
show us the power to exist one must simply believe in the power and then
you can find it, but the force must not be used for evil deeds.
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Satan
Satan was a man who begin killing and torturing people just because he think
it was fun. He used the good magical powers to do evil purpose He created
hell and brute all the evil forces together, he took some of the good and it
hurt. There is, therefore, that people who are not good inside. never shunt
learn about force and because they will probably use them for an evil
purpose.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011

Good and evil, God and Satan
All living things can be good and evil
all people and all animals and all souls have both good and evil inside them.
That is why all people and animals will have to understand what is good and
what is bad, either by others or simply by following their hearts. The evil souls
will only became when some one is bind to the evil power, or Makes a pact
with Satan.
Spirits
A good spirit is a soul of a good human being or animal. When a good spirit
deays it comes in heaven or well be reborn.
An evil spirit, is a soul from a evil human or animal. When a evil spirit/soul
dies it disappears completely. or well be reborn as good.
Angels and demons
Angel are spirits who come to earth to help one or more individuals to
understand the good, to help people in need.
Demon is an evil spirit.
Jesus in Bujudia
Jesus gave good advice and guidance which you can read about in the Bible.
But Jesus also taught us in a way about the power of our god, earth and
universe. Because Jesus himself was a witch even though he does not call
himself that. He also showed us that one must sacrifice for the community so
it will be good.
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The dead can protect you
if the soul of people is allowed by God so that people can come and help you
when you are in need. So come on as a spirit appears and tells or just give
you a finger point or a voice in your head or other signs to help you out when
you are down in your life.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011

Beginning At The Nature Happy Life
To understand nature and to have a good life you must live in harmony with
nature. This means that nature is a kind of portal to the god and goddess
where one can heal, make spells, or learn about life. A place that is
everywhere to be looked after.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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Spirits
The good spirits as Sun spirit, Water spirit, Fire spirit, Earth spirit and the
Moon spirit. These spirits can you ask
The evil spirits are cut off, you are not allowed. Just as demons and other evil
creatures, they must be fight it.
Spirits:
Sun spirit – ūdens (Latvian).
spirit of light and warm.
Earth spirit - auga (Gaelic).
spirit of our earth spirit who provide the plants and trees grow.
Moon spirit - saule (Latvian).
spirit of light from stars and moon.
Water spirit - mēness (Latvian).
spirit for life and purity.
Fire spirit - lume (Gaelic).
spirit of warmth.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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Signs & Symbols
Budesia
Udtales:
”Bu desia”

Skødia
Udtales:
”Skø dia”

Maxgika
Udtales:
”Max gi ka”

Alldia
Udtales:
”All dia”

Signs & Symbols

This
is
Bujudia's
head
sign

this
is
Bujudia's
protection
signs

this
signs
help
with
magic

this
is
the
sign
for
everthink
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The altar in Bujudia faith
altar of Faith
On the left side, any thing from nature lie like leaves branches gem stones
and more.
On the right hand, all religious thing lie. Wicca, Christianity, Bujudia.
meditation altar
On the left side there can be all things from the wiccan faith
On the right can there be any thing from Christianity
and in the middle can be anything from Bujudia
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Tools from Bujudia
Bujudia symbol
Bujudia knife: a knife with Bujudia subscribed
Water, fire, earth, air - cloth
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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Different Settings
Death attitude
First you will be born then you go through a huge development and then you
die and go to heaven or being reborn. If you arrive in heaven, them you can
still be reborn later. So then there is nothing to wrong about with death. Death
is a form of beautiful ending of life.
Life adjustment
Well someone gets sick or dies, you must keep a cool head it's okay to cray
but remember that you may continue your life and get on and be happy for
life. And learn from nature, God and everything else to understand yourself
and understand life.
Christian and the pagan
You must understand that everyone is just themselves. They are the ones
who decide who they are and will be. Whether you are Pagan, Bujudia,
Wicca, Christian or something eals then you must learn to live with the others
and quietly, they will also learn to respect you as you are, if not then it's the
wrong people you know and then you must find some new people to be with
even though it may be difficult.
A planet a natural one world
You come here from like all of us this is our home this is where we live even if
we could live somewhere else. But here comes my point of sight no matter
where you live then you can love life, nature, animals, people and everything
on our beautiful land is being corroded on extend of people who are
indifferent to our land our nature, and it is everyone's duty to get the wheel up
on it again so it can all become more beautiful. This is why we are here.
Why
Why, why dat is one thing we all have asked for either a friend or his family or
others, but the question is whether you can not find the answer in the wild or
in themselves simply by thinking about but beyond the so you have to learn
everything you can while you can to help as much as possible. Because we
are here for each other we are here to make a good place to live in a place
where you can see yourself in the mirror and think no matter what I do then
everyone will love me this is what we must learn not only that we are
ourselves but also many others we are a large shared closet. One must
simply find the right people who can understand what you think and believe.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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As a follower to bujudia
As a follower of the faith bujudia you can call youself: Bujudian, Wicca,
Crastian, Witch, Nature People, Droid, Sharman, Magician. But most correct
is Bujudian
Written of: Jim HD - 2011

Chants
Bujudia's call
Witches go hand in hand they kill all the demons.
The make some spells help some people,
bot only some of them are under holy gods protection.
The are the Bujudian's witches.
The are the good help for the world.
The think all in the world are connected.
And the pray for god and goddess.
Written of: Jim HD - 2011
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Bujudia's Runes

To make a capital letter
you must either put a
ring round about the
letter or else you should
put a line under the
letter.

Made by: Jim HD – 04/06/2011
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Translated By
This document are translated from Danish to English by “Google translated”
and the author Jim HD. If some of the translating are wrong then you can help
by Email the correct translating to “qeentu.support@gmail.com” and it could
be nice if you remember to call it “some thing – Bujudia”.
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